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Introduction: WDM-PON has been demonstrated as one of the most promising candidates for the future broadband access network [1] . However, the most critical issues for practical deployment are the network complexity and its subsequent cost. To overcome this problem, several recent solutions [2] [3] have been proposed to implement WDM-PON using low-cost transmitters. These solutions are typically based on spectral slicing of the light output from a broadband incoherent source such as a supercontinuum or an amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) combined with IL-FP [2] or reflective semiconductor optical amplifier (RSOA) [3] . However, the performance of such solutions is limited to 1.25 Gbit/s due to the high intensity noise of spectrum-sliced source (around -105 dBc/Hz) even if the bandwidths of IL-FP and RSOA are higher.
In order to mitigate this limitation, we propose in this letter a novel colorless transmitter solution for WDM-PON. A Fabry-Perot laser diode (FP LD), which is directly modulated at 2.5 Gbit/s, is injection-locked by a single QD-MLL.
The FP LD is designed to be polarization-insensitive when it is injectionlocked, while the QD-MLL acts as 100 GHz comb generator. The feasibility of such a solution for WDM-PON downstream transmission is assessed for 12 channels over 25 km SMF in the C-band.
Proposed colorless transmitter solution: WDM light source using comb generation by a QD-MLL is attractive because it offers several features such as: low-noise, high thermal stability and broad gain spectrum [4] . Given such advantages, we propose to combine a 100 GHz spaced comb of a QD-MLL with an array waveguide grating (AWG) in a WDM-PON system. The QD-MLL provides a multi-wavelength coherent source that injection-locks the FP LDs used as colorless transmitters.
Our InAs/InP based QD-MLL is cleaved to have a length of 420 µm to achieve a mode spacing of 100 GHz [5] . A wide and nearly flat optical spectrum of this laser is shown in Fig. 1a . Fig. 1b gives the optical spectrum of the IL-FP and of the individual mode of the optically-amplified QD-MLL selected by AWG and used for optical injection. Under injection, the IL-FP is single-mode with a side mode suppression ratio (SMSR) higher than 30 dB.
For a conventional FP LD, the injection-locking by a coherent source strongly depends on the polarization state of the injected signal. To overcome this problem, our FP LD is designed with two sections. The first one is grown to have an active area with a polarization insensitive gain. The second one, which is made of strained InGaAsP material, is used for birefringence compensation [6] . As a result, the polarization state of the output radiation from this FP LD is a combination of TE and TM eigen modes. The optical spectra of these eigen modes are superposed. Consequently, the dependency of injection-locking on the polarization state of the injected signal is attenuated. In our case, when the second section is biased at a current higher than its threshold (around 10 mA), the two families TE and TM are quasi-superposed within the full spectral range from 1545 nm to 1565 nm.
However, the polarization-insensitivity is not completely reached since there is usually a slightly different gain between TE and TM modes, which gives rise to small variations on the "1" level of the modulated signal.
One major drawback of using a comb generated by MLL as a WDM light 
Experimental demonstration and results:
The experimental setup is shown in In fig. 3a , typical bit-error-rate (BER) measurements versus the received power are given for back-to-back (BTB) and for downstream transmission over 25 km SMF. For clarity, only 4 WDM channels out of 12 are shown.
Error-free transmission is achieved for all of these channels. The maximum power penalty is 0.5 dB. The receiver sensitivity is lower than -19 dBm. It is compared with a reference, which is measured using a low-noise tunable external cavity laser, modulated at 2. 
